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ABSTRACT
We present MIRIAM (Multimodal Intelligent inteRactIon for Au-
tonomous systeMs), a multimodal interface to support situation
awareness of autonomous vehicles through chat-based interaction.
The user is able to chat about the vehicle’s plan, objectives, previous
activities and mission progress. The system is mixed initiative in
that it pro-actively sends messages about key events, such as fault
warnings. We will demonstrate MIRIAM using SeeByte’s SeeTrack
command and control interface and Neptune autonomy simulator.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→Natural language interfaces;
Graphical user interfaces; • Computer systems organization →
Robotic autonomy;
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1 INTRODUCTION
There has been a recent upsurge in automated conversational agents
or chatbots, performing a variety of functions such as resolving
users’ technical problems [5]; performing tasks in the real world
(e.g. ordering flowers); and more recently pure social interaction
[6]. These systems run on company websites e.g. for customer
services, or on third party instant messaging (IM) apps (e.g. Face-
book/Skype/Whatsapp). Whilst multimodality has been used to
augment modes of input and output, there has been little prior
work on multimodal interfaces, whereby the user can discuss with
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Figure 1:Multimodal chat-based interface forUXVs©Heriot-
Watt University ©SeeByte

the system remote, on-going activities and events shown through
multimedia output, thus contextualising interaction and increasing
the conversational bandwidth of the conversational agent.

We present MIRIAM (Multimodal Intelligent inteRactIon for
Autonomous systeMs): a prototype multimodal interface that com-
bines an automated chatbot system with a command and control
(C2) interface. This interface allows for observation and control
of unmanned systems (UXVs). The vehicles are controlled by See-
Byte’s Neptune autonomy framework, a vehicle-agnostic platform
supporting multi-vehicle missions from different domains (air, sur-
face, water). Neptune autonomy framework can adapt the mission
plan dynamically during execution based on sensed environmental
information, such as the water depth, obstacles or detected objects
of interest.

Human-human chat through instant messaging has been used
in a variety of C2 situations to improve situation awareness, partic-
ularly in time-critical situations [4]. However, there has been little
use of automated chatbots in this domain. A multimodal interface
such as MIRIAM is key to successful deployment of autonomous
systems, as it increases transparency of autonomous actions and
provides tactical-situation-assessment, resulting in fewer unneces-
sarymission aborts. Refer to the project website for more details and
to request a login http://www2.macs.hw.ac.uk/miriam/interface.

2 DEMONSTRATION
The MIRIAM interface will demonstrate a mission whereby the
conference delegates will be able to interact and chat about an
underwater autonomous vehicle’s activity, as illustrated in Figure
1. The multimodal interface shows the vehicle track and progress
on the left-hand-side through SeeByte’s SeeTrack interface and
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Figure 2: System architecture

includes a chat-interface of the right-hand-side. Possible natural
language interactions include asking about the vehicle’s current
status, the plan and its current objectives, estimated time of arrival
at specific locations, previous activities, mission progress, hardware
fault diagnosis, and estimated time of completion of a specified ob-
jective. The system is mixed initiative in that it pro-actively sends
warnings about important events, such as vehicle faults, critical
battery status or a change in objectives. MIRIAM recognises differ-
ent levels of importance and will pin critical alerts. The interface
can be customised for various user-preferences and allows for the
creation of reminders through chat.

3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture is illustrated in Figure 2. Three sources
of data are used as input: 1) the mission plan; 2) vehicle status as
outputed through an API from SeeByte’s vehicle Neptune software;
and 3) mission reports as generated by a system called REGIME
described in [2, 3]. MIRIAM parses, organises and stores this infor-
mation into an SQL database for use by the conversational agent.

Internally, the system has two main components. Firstly, an NLP
Engine contextualises and parses the user’s input for intent, for-
malising it as a semantic representation. This component is a com-
bination of AIML (Artificial Intelligence Mark-up Language) and a
custom-built parser that can process both static data based on key-
words and pattern matching, as well as dynamic data, such as names
and mission-specific words. For example, the chatbot can recognise
“auv1”, the particular name given to a vehicle in the mission plan,
without the requirement to hard-code this name into the dictionary
of keywords. This component can handle anaphoric references over
multiple utterances e.g. “Where is Survey0?” ... “What time did it
finish?”. It also handles ellipsis e.g.“Where is Survey0?” ....“What
about Survey1?”. Secondly, the Processor Component shown in
Figure 2 uses the semantic representation of the user’s input to
create a suitable reply by retrieving the relevant information from
the database.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the operator is able to track the mission
progress and assets visually, whilst chatting (see Figure 3 for a
zoomed view of the example dialogue). The prototype system we
will present uses a video of a simulated mission to demonstrate the
chat functionality without the need to connect to a real UXV.

Figure 3: Example dialogue from Figure 1

In a future version, a direct communication link to the SeeTrack
Neptune autonomy monitoring interface will be implemented, al-
lowing for real-time data flow between the chatbot and the UXVs.
This will enable a wider range of contextual information through
multimodal input (e.g. clicking on the vehicle in question) and
through multimodal output (e.g. highlighting the survey area in
discussion). Other contextual information could also be taken into
account such as the cognitive load of the user for intelligent alerting
[1]. Future work also entails making the system able to discuss mul-
tiple vehicles and explain causal reasoning behind its autonomous
actions.
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